
P-103-001

The design speed of the bridge is 60 mph transitioning to 70 mph slightly

south of the bridge; the posted speed is expected to be 60 mph or less. 

A stop light on Interstate 5 would be inappropriate and unsafe. The

proposed West Hayden Island development would not be expected to

eliminate the need for a Hayden Island interchange.

 

P-103-002

By 2030, the region’s population is expected to increase by one million

people. This increase will result in more people needing to travel

between home, work, school, recreation, etc. In 2005, 135,000 vehicles

crossed the Columbia River on the Interstate Bridge, which led to 4-6

hours of congestion each weekday. By 2030, 184,000 vehicles are

predicted to cross the river annually, which would lead to 15 hours of

daily congestion if no action is taken. And while the project will

encourage light rail ridership, light rain on its own will not meet the

project's purpose and need.

Congestion occurs when vehicle demand is greater than a transportation

system’s capacity. It results in slower speeds and increased travel times.

CRC defines congestion as vehicles traveling less than 30 mph. The

Columbia River Crossing project uses information gathered from Metro’s

nationally-recognized travel demand models to determine the project’s

effect on congestion. These models predict trip frequency, types or

modes of transportation, destination, and time of day. Transportation

planners use these models to analyze the effects of such factors as

increased population and employment, transportation improvements,

and new developments on the transportation system.

Based on the Metro model’s past ability to predict transportation effects,

the CRC project is confident in the data received from Metro and uses it

to determine what impact the project will have on congestion. The

improvements proposed by the project to the highway and the
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Hayden Island interchange will help better accommodate increased

future vehicle traffic. New auxiliary lanes and longer on/off ramps will

allow safer and more efficient merging and weaving when entering or

exiting the freeway. Narrow lanes and shoulders will be widened to

current standards. Shoulders will be added where they are currently

missing. All of these changes will improve the flow of traffic in the

bottleneck area of the Interstate Bridge.
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